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Dear Friend,
God has enlarged our African Leadership Partners team. We want to introduce you to some in this group you may not
know.

Front row (L to R): Mary Jean and Peter Kopp, Jana Barker, Jennifer Taylor; Back row (L to R): Tommy and Mandi Bottoms, Rob Taylor.

The first of this group to join us were Rob & Jennifer Taylor (plus four children not shown here). Arriving almost a
year ago, they were raised in Colorado, but have recently called Gig Harbor, Washington, their home. Jennifer started
teaching in September ‘12 and this year leads the Grade 1 & 2 class. Rob handles the myriad of construction and
mechanical issues we face. Both have been a great addition and are committed to two years with New Life Homes
and School.
In August Jana Barker joined us by way of the US Peace Corps. She is originally from Florida, but has lived most of
her schooling years in the Philippines, where her parents served at Faith Academy. She is currently teaching Social
Sciences to our Grade 5 – 7, but also has engaged in the community. She is excited about the new library for the local
community high school that she has successfully walked through a process of qualifying, and now is getting some
3000 volumes in place for the student’s benefit.
Tommy & Mandi Bottoms arrived this past January, but are not new to NLH, since they both served with us (at
different times) for several months back in 2006 and 2007 respectively. Mandi is also teaching, handling the Grade 3
& 4, in addition to working with the housemothers in book-keeping the farm’s cash sales and bank accounts. Tommy
recently completed graduate studies in Agricultural Science so we’re blessed to have much better leadership on the
farm side, than Peter could do (a wanna-be farmer at best)!! They are also committed to two years of service with
ALP/NLCH.
Next month, Mary Jean and Peter Kopp complete 22 years of service in Southern Africa. The ministry of Christian
leadership development has been delivered in six nations and to countless different church groups. The Kopps
founded African Leadership Partners, Inc., 15 years ago. In 2001 the new initiative of New Life Children’s Homes
was begun, now caring for 40 children.
Thanks for your support to these people and these service initiatives through finances and prayer.

Peter & Mary Jean Kopp

